Abstract : This study was designed to develop air force mechanic parka, evaluate it, and ultimately provide functionally superior parka to the air force. The development process was 1) conducting a survey, 2) identifying problems and shortcomings of currently-supplied parkas, and 3) improving the design, pattern and materials. The newly-developed parkas were evaluated in terms of their ease of fit, clothing mobility, and insulation. Ease of fit was evaluated by subjects' sensory tests, and clothing mobility was by fitness-for-motion tests and range-of-motion tests using a Goniometer. Evaluation on insulation was conducted by thermal manikins. Findings of this study were as follows: 1. In the subjective evaluation on clothing mobility, new parkas were considered to have sufficient ease of fit while previous ones scored much lower, confirming the improvement of the new version. 2. Both subjective tests and ROM measurements on fitness for motion verified the superiority of the new parkas. 3. Insulation tests found that although insulation capability of newly-developed parkas was at a similar level to those of the previous ones, their insulation capability per unit weight was superior, demonstrating that new parkas were better at blocking heat conduction. When making changes in parka patterns and designs to enhance the mobility, it was necessary to maintain the insulation function. The new parkas developed by this study was verified to be superior to the previous ones in their insulation and clothing mobility. 
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, and Yun-Ja Nam Pocket usability is reduced because pocket size is not appropriate for articles being kept in the pocket.
Pocket size was improved to be appropriate for the type and size ofo objects kept in pocket and inner pocket was added.
Outer pocket type is not suitable for waterproof clothes. Cut pocket opening and add lining in the inside to make the pockets more suitable for waterproof clothes.
Built-in Hood
Lack of hood size adjustment makes it difficult to secure field of vision.
Accessory is added to the backside of the hood to make it easier to adjust the hood size.
Collar
Design of cutting the outer collar to fit the built-in hood is not suitable for waterproof clothes.
Design is changed to have the built-in hood fit inside the underside of the outer collar.
Reflective Tape
Visibility is reduced because reflective tapes are not visible from the side.
Location of the reflective tape so that they are visible from the side.
Pattern Collar Low collar height reduces thermokeeping abilities. Collar height is increased 1cm to increase covering surface and thermokeeping abilities.
Body
Small neck size led to tightening in the neck when wearing the parka. Neck size is increased 8cm to improve neck activity.
Long body length makes it uncomfortable to sit or spread the legs.
Parka length is reduced 9cm to improve motion-suitability of the leg and hip regions.
Sleeve
Sleeves are not activity-friendly. Sleeves are changed to a 3-piece raglan sleeve to enhance activity.
Sleeve arm was wide with no adjusting device, making it uncomfortable to work in.
Rubber band was inserted in the sleeve arm to so that sleeves can be pulled up when working.
Material
Outer Shell Material is too thin, reducing durability and thermokeeping abilities.
Use more durable water-repellent, vapor-permeable material.
Filling Filling in body and sleeves are same, reducing arm activity. Reduce filling in the sleeves by 2oz. compared to the body to enhance arm activity.
Subsidiary Materials Fastening Device
Cotton-material strings attached to the bottom girth and builtin hood have low usability because of friction.
Change string to elastic nylon to improve durability and usability.
When strings are tightened, the strings hang loose, making them not suitable for mechanic work.
Safety is improved by making sure the ends of the strings do not hang low.
Front zipper is short and fragile, reducing portability and activity.
Front zipper is changed to a stronger, two-way zipper to improve portability and activity. Collar length-back 9 9
Hood length 37 37
Hood width 27 27 * Finished circumference with elastic band. 신체 부위별 동작적합성 평가 결과 (Table 8) Table 9와 같다. 실험복 A1(C.P+W.U), B1(P.P+W.U), A2(C.P+T.U), 
관절각도 측정 평가 결과 활동성 평가를 위한 관절각도(ROM) 측정 결과는

